iSocialize for iOS: All your social networking needs met through one app
Summary:
San Francisco based SiVola, LLC today announced the recent update of iSocialize for Facebook, Twitter & SMS
for the iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch. This innovative “all-in-one” social networking and texting client consolidates
users’ many avenues for digital interaction into one easy-to-use app. iSocialize has been featured in Apple’s
prestigious “All-Time” Top Paid Apps chart, as well as being hailed by Apple as one of the Top 10 best Social
Networking Apps of 2010.
Body:
March 8, 2011, San Francisco, CA -- SiVola LLC, an imaginative mobile application company, has today
announced the recent update of iSocialize for Facebook, Twitter & SMS. Designed for use on the iPhone, iPad,
and iPod Touch, this practical and fun utility allows busy users to control all of their social networking accounts –
as well as their normal SMS messaging – via one centralized simple application. In a world increasingly more and
more crowded with diverse digital channels of social interaction, legions of mobile consumers have taken
advantage of iSocialize’s ability to simplify their lives. As a result, the app has been featured in Apple’s All-Time
Top Paid Apps chart as well as claiming a place in their Top 10 Social Networking Apps chart for 2010. Recently
updated to give users a new optimized way to enjoy photos and YouTube videos via their social networking
accounts or send them via SMS, iSocialize version 4.2 is currently available for download on the Apple App Store
for $0.99.
iSocialize has the power to integrate and greatly enhance user’s Facebook, Twitter, e-mail, and mobile SMS
accounts into one utility. Facebook and Twitter feeds can be easily accessed via iSocialize and users can share
any content found on the web – from YouTube videos and images to Google maps and web pages – with their
friends directly from the app. Music lovers can even share the music they are listening to via the app’s embedded
audio player, watch music videos, and buy songs and videos from iTunes’ Top 50 charts. iSocialize retains many
of the most important functions of user’s Facebook and Twitter accounts. If important social developments such
as a friend’s birthday arrive, users will be notified and prompted to send one of the many virtual gifts conveniently
available in the app itself to them. And when users are running out of words, 65 years of daily quotes and funny
jokes are stored within the app and always at the user’s disposal.
User-generated content such as photos taken from within the app can be easily processed and posted to
numerous social networking accounts with a single tap. Furthermore users are provided with a unique counter
that allows them to check their posts’ popularity by showing exactly how many of their peers actually viewed
them. Realizing that social networking options are increasingly experienced on the go, iSocialize automatically
optimizes any visual posts for mobile view as well. The simple fact that the full breadth of today’s online social
networking experience can be effectively contained and controlled from within one simple and hassle-free
application helps to explain why iSocialize has not only prospered on the Apple app store, but has indeed been
embraced by the iOS community as a ‘must have’ utility that helps their mobile devices live up to their full
potential.
About the Developer
Located in San Francisco, SiVola, LLC is an innovative new mobile application company focused on bridging the
virtual and real worlds. The company is committed to creating apps which let users experience the world via
digital communication solutions as simply as possible. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod
and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries
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